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September 21, 2017 

 

 

Dear Members, 

 

At the August 15, 2017 meeting of the Board of Governors, we reviewed and approved both the Operating and 

Capital Budgets for the upcoming fiscal year, which will run from November 1, 2017 through October 31, 2018.  

Having been involved in this process as either the interim Controller, Finance Committee member, Treasurer or 

President for the last 10 years, I must say that the upcoming Restoration Project made the process more 

complicated than any prior year.  The upcoming course closure from April 11, 2018 until the projected late-

October opening date and the extended clubhouse closing from July 23, 2018 - August 31, 2018 dictated that we 

get creative to achieve our goals of maximum employee retention and a reasonable Operating Budget with no 

increases over the current fiscal year.  Key assumptions include: 
 

• All budget line items have been zero-based. 

• In terms of membership upgrades, downgrades, resignations and additions, we have factored in the 

financial impact of those changes that are known and attempted to conservatively estimate other 

changes that will occur during the next fiscal year.     

• Payroll increases will be merit-based and will, if or when possible, be deferred. 

• Most employee vacations will be taken during the shutdown period, several full-time employees have 

agreed to extended voluntary layoff periods, certain golf course maintenance employees will be farmed 

out to the course contractor, much of the landscaping can be done with in-house labor, certain 

housekeeping and kitchen utility staff may be hired by the clubhouse contractor for daily site clean-up 

and other employees, where possible, may be used in non-traditional roles.  

• Due to the early course closure and the additional 3-week clubhouse shutdown, we have budgeted for 

reduced greens fees, trail fees, golf merchandise sales and F&B sales. 
 

If that were not enough, along came Hurricane Irma.  As you know from previous communications and related 

photos, we sustained significant clubhouse roof damage (which led to some interior water damage), lost an 

indeterminate number of trees, incurred some cart path damage and 

many bunkers will need work.  If there is a silver lining, the impact 

could have been much worse and:  

(1) our employees and our full-time residents are all safe 

(2) we have excellent insurance coverage 

(3) amazingly, no windows were blown out 

(4) the cart fleet and course equipment were not damaged 

(5) the maintenance barn sustained no damage 

(6) bridges and bulkheads appear to be structurally sound 

(7) all servers, computers, POS equipment, etc. are intact 

(8) the clubhouse roof and the extensive removal of trees, due to 

Village of Estero requirements relating to invasive species, were 

scheduled to be addressed next summer anyway. 

(9) Power has been fully restored and the clean-up effort has been 

underway for a week.  The driving range is now open, F&B 

operations will resume on 9/22 and 9 holes will open on 9/25.     
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While we are all prone to complaining about a raised cup 

(usually when we miss a putt), the speed of greens, the 

temperature of the beer or the weekly fish special, I must tell 

you that I have experienced your staff members in action.   We 

should thank each of them for going above and beyond the call 

of duty to protect our property and equipment and, post-Irma, 

bringing the Club back to life.  Some members asked why we 

cancelled dinner on the Wednesday prior to the brunt of Irma 

hitting on Sunday.  Answer: The path of the huge storm had 

moved further and further west in the last 36 hours, we had only 

6 reservations that night and we wanted to give our employees 

a chance to protect their families/property and decide whether 

to remain or evacuate.  Once that call was made, the staff spent 

all day Wednesday securing the property.  While we won no 

beauty awards without A/C for a week, the team 

enthusiastically accepted very non-traditional roles and is 

continuing to do what needs to be done to get us back in action.  

 

Back to the original purpose of this letter. . . .the Board would like to inform all members of next year’s pricing 

before dues are billed on September 30, 2017.  Barring surprises that could arise during the discovery process, 

our intention is not to assess the members for the hurricane damage sustained.  We intend to use current 

Capital Reserves to cover the damage from Hurricane Irma.                      

    

2017/2018 Dues and Fees 

 

Gold and Silver Golf Equity    Operating Dues $8,330   Capital Dues $2,400 

Sports Equity          Operating Dues $3,565   Capital Dues    $940 

Social Equity         Operating Dues $1,260   Capital Dues    $470  

 

Operating dues for the fiscal year beginning November 1, 2017 will remain unchanged.  While it will be a 

challenging year for all concerned for obvious reasons, we feel that effective labor management and prudent 

decision-making will allow us to achieve something very close to breakeven.  Details to be presented at the 

November 13th All Member Meeting.  Your Board would prefer to be prepared to take the necessary steps (said 

plans are in place) should next year’s dues revenue estimates fall materially short of budget rather than 

unnecessarily increasing Operating Dues on the front end.     
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After a detailed analysis of CapEx needs, debt service coverage, cash flow requirements through 2025 and 

hurricane Irma deductibles, Capital Dues will increase $600, $300 and $150 for Golf, Sports and Social 

respectively.  While these figures are slightly higher than the estimates published in February, we have limited 

next year’s improvements to impending needs.  This higher rate is projected to remain in effect for 8 years (11-

30-17 through 10-31-25) but the term could be much shorter if the actual membership count, loan interest rate, 

membership sales & transfers, etc. are favorable to the current conservative assumptions.    

 

While Committees continue to discuss additional facilities upgrades, it is anticipated that any major infrastructure 

changes in the foreseeable future would require approval by vote of the membership.  

  

In addition, please keep in mind that the various discounts available this year to 1-golfer families, singles, seniors, 

widow(er)s, non-resident Silvers, etc. will apply to both the Operating and Capital figures above and will benefit 

almost 50% of Golf Equity members.  That was not the case at the time of the February vote.  As the Capital 

increase above is not an assessment, the Board felt that the fairest course of action was to allow said discounts. 

   

Except for a per-round cart fee increase from $24 to $25 and a $3 annual handicap fee increase, which merely 

passes on an increase recently assessed to the Club, all fees will remain the same.  This includes the minimum 

spending requirement, trail fees, non-resident annual cart fees, Mill River, bag storage, guest fees, 6-round guest 

packages and renter transfer fees. 

 

Because current members will begin to fund the 2018 Summer Restoration this November, the Board felt that 

new members should not be allowed to join when the new product is unveiled without sharing the burden.  We 

have therefore re-instituted a non-refundable capital fee, as was in effect from 2002 to 2007, as part of the 

incoming membership contribution.   
 

2017/2018 incoming membership contribution: 

           Total          Capital Fee Portion   Equity Portion 

Gold        $25,000            $5,000      $20,000 

Silver Loyalty       $6,000            $1,000        $5,000   

Sport        $10,000            $7,000        $3,000 

Social         $6,000            $3,000        $3,000      

Non-Resident Silver     $3,000                      $3,000  
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As you well know, the membership did not approve the extensive Master Plan as presented on February 13, 2017.  

At that time, it was also stated that to remain a viable private country club in this competitive market, upgrades 

to our facilities must occur.  The Board recognizes that we must continue to attract new golfers to the community 

while continuing to provide the amenities and services that existing members expect and deserve.  To that end, 

allow me to update you on the 2018 Restoration Plan.   
 

Golf Course 
 

At the end of February, 10 golf course construction companies came for a tour of the grounds and had the 

opportunity to provide preliminary bids on our 2018 project.  In March, 8 proposals were received and reviewed 

by Architect Gordon Lewis, GM Craig Rollinson, Greens Chair Greg Bonnell, Joe McAvoy and Mike Kennedy.  

Since his arrival, Course Superintendent T.J. Shine has also been intimately involved in the process.  Based on 

presentation, pricing and reputation, 2 finalists were selected.  Representatives of these firms were then brought 

in for in-depth interviews and Q&A.  While both are extremely qualified and bids were almost identical, the 

preferred contractor was identified.  Since that time, we have been fine tuning the Gordon Lewis plans and 

negotiating with the preferred contractor.  To lock-in our early start date, which pays great dividends on the back 

end, we expect to sign a contract soon.   

 

As stated in the June/July newsletter, recent discovery has required that the Village of Estero requirements 

regarding the removal of invasive plants/trees and serious storm drain issues be addressed and priced into the 

project.  See below for details.  In addition, re-grassing the rough was not included in original estimates but 

discussions with Architect Gordon Lewis and various contractors made it clear this work should be performed at 

the same time as the greens, tees and fairways.  These additions have added $400,000 to the cost of the restoration.    

  

Invasive Plant Removal 

While we intended to continue to seek relief with the Village of Estero, we probably would have received a 

Development Order which would have required the removal of all invasive species on the golf course.  The 

majority are (or were) melaleuca and Brazilian pepper trees, which are located primarily on holes #1, #2, #14, 

#15 and right side of #9.  Irma made that decision for us and these plants/trees are being removed as we speak. 

 

As the railroad property would not have been forced to comply with this ordinance, a significant buffer was to 

remain.  We have been in contact with the railroad and have offered to clear their property while we have the 

equipment and manpower on site.  So far, they do not seem to be willing to participate financially.  Either way, a 

great deal of new landscaping will be required in select areas and, if their property is not cleaned up now, we will 

have to monitor the property line to prevent the encroachment of invasive plants.   

 

This was not a budgeted item 6 months ago but Irma forced our hand.  Some of the removal cost may be covered 

by insurance but any savings there will probably be eaten up by an increase in our landscaping budget.   

 

Storm Drains 

The storm drains flow from community roads, under our fairways and drain into the lakes.  As you can imagine, 

many of these 30+ year old pipes are failing.  There are approximately 400 joints on Club property and we have 

identified at least 45 that are currently in need of repair.  While one option would be to dig 20 to 40 significant 

holes each year and attempt to patch the leaking joints, we feel that replacement next summer would be the 

intelligent choice and have budgeted accordingly.  The VCA is contributing a significant amount but, at this time, 

is not contemplating replacement from the point of origin to our property line. 
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In summary, this comprehensive golf course project will include: 

• sprigging of greens, tees, fairways, rough and driving range 

• improved/repositioned practice putting green 

• expanded chipping area and repositioned chipping green 

• recontouring, and in some cases, relocating of sand traps 

• rip rap and littoral plantings in select areas to hinder lake bank erosion 

• storm drain replacement 

• removal of invasive species (accelerated due to hurricane) 

• significant landscaping and cart path work 

• new #16 bulkhead on both sides of the water and an expanded landing area 

• replacement of #2 bulkhead 

• creation of a sod farm at the north end of the range 

• leveling of the back tier and removal of hitting mat on the range  

• reconfiguration of the cart staging area near the Golf Shop    

 

Current Course Restoration Schedule 

 

Roundup Application #1         March 12    (Tees, Fairways & Rough) 

Fertilize               March 19    (Tees, Fairways & Rough) 

Roundup Application #2         March 26    (All Turf) 

Fertilize               April 2     (All Turf) 

Verticut               April 9     (Back 9 Closed) 

Verticut               April 11    (Course Closed) 

Roundup Application #3         April 12 

Course Renovation Begins         April 13   

 

Course Opening             October 26    (Target Date) 

 

 

2018 Summer Golf Options 

 

As our 2018 project has been on the drawing board for several years, we have been granting special access and 

pricing to members of other Clubs during their course construction periods.  We anticipate that they will 

reciprocate next year.  The arrangement typically calls for payment of the reciprocal rate in April and only the 

cart fee from May through October.  Clubs that we have helped in recent years include Copperleaf, Cypress Lake, 

the Island Club, Lexington, Miromar Lakes, Pelican Sound, Spring Run and Worthington.  Reciprocal fees are 

typically in the $35-$45 range and cart fees range from $23-$28.  As always, our extensive reciprocal list will 

certainly be available but these Clubs should provide plenty of options at reduced rates.    
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Clubhouse  

 

With the limited budget available, we will be unable to expand Mulligan’s, provide a larger outside seating area 

or undertake the major large kitchen remodel.  We have been working diligently with Rick Losee from LAI and 

Heather Grey from G2 Studios on prioritization of projects and optimum use of available funds. 

 

The selection process is in the very early stages but, along with GM Craig Rollinson, the following members are 

involved:  Karen Adair and Lorie Sonstein (House & Entertainment), Tom Hochworter and Bob MacDougall 

(Property), Barry Freedman and Jane Jirsa (Long Range Planning), Claire Comstock (Finance), Pam Wortman, 

Robin Babes, Vicki Jackson and Brenda Hollander.     

 

Independently, Reece Peterson, Mike Kennedy, JoAnn Soukup, Tina Williams and Beth McCann are working 

with Craig on the landscaping side.  Representatives from two firms made impressive presentations on August 

3rd.  Club Care Inc. was chosen to provide a comprehensive design for both the course and the clubhouse.  We 

expect to have some preliminary visuals and budget numbers by early October.  Club Care has done work for 

many prestigious Clubs in the area and is owned by Lance Allen, who some of you may remember, as he was an 

employee of Estero Country Club back in the nineties under Brian Kautz. 

 

As the intent is replace virtually all of the equipment in the fitness center, we are currently forming a member 

advisory committee consisting of frequent users and will be consulting with vendors as to layout.  While the 

square footage will not increase, an efficient design and the technology associated with new equipment should 

greatly increase member satisfaction.  

 

As you can see, there is a great deal of work to be done in the coming months.  We hope to hold an open session 

in October to inform members of our progress, present some visuals and obtain feedback.  A detailed presentation 

will also occur at the November Meeting. 

 

The current clubhouse plan includes the following: 

• roof replacement (accelerated due to hurricane) 

• exterior painting 

• landscaping and new irrigation system 

• remodel both primary restrooms near the main lobby 

• remodel the ladies’ locker room 

• new flooring throughout 

• interior painting and/or wall treatment changes in select areas  

• replacement of fitness equipment  

 

Current Clubhouse Restoration Schedule 

 

Clubhouse Renovation Begins         May 14  

F&B Service Continues          May 14 - July 22 

Clubhouse Shutdown Begins          July 23 

          

Clubhouse Renovation Completed        August 31      (Target Date) 
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Project Financing 

We are currently in discussions with our present bank, Sun Trust, and another major institution.  Our balance 

sheet remains extremely strong, we have a nominal amount of debt (associated with golf course maintenance 

equipment leases) and our cash flow assumptions are conservative.  As a result, we feel that we are in a very 

favorable negotiating position.      

 

• In anticipation of a major Capital project, CapEx expenditures have been limited in recent years.  This 

should allow us to apply approximately $700,000 from the restricted Capital Reserve account to hurricane 

related Capital items and the 2018 Restoration Project. 

• By collecting the increased Capital Dues beginning in November, 2017, the required loan will be less 

resulting in reduced interest costs and lower payments over the term of the loan. 

• A construction loan will allow us to draw funds as needed with monthly interest payments only. 

• Another idea being explored is to vary from the traditional fixed monthly payment arrangement.  

Significant payments could be made in the October - December timeframe, when most of the dues and 

fees are paid.  This approach could result in greatly reduced interest costs. 

 

While receipt of more detailed bids and the provision of an adequate contingency have resulted in modifications 

to the project list (see above), the clubhouse budget remains at the $1,200,000 published in the February brochure.  

As previously discussed, sprigging/re-seeding of the roughs, the removal of invasive species followed by new 

landscaping, replacement of storm drains and capitalization of items that would normally be in the April – October 

operating budget have increased the golf course restoration budget to approximately $2,250,000. Considering the 

increased restoration budget and the allowance of category dues discounts to apply, we feel that the Capital Dues 

increases are in line with estimates published in February.     

 

I apologize for overwhelming you with information and for the late release.  Your Board of Governors truly wants 

to keep the membership as informed as possible throughout the process but until recently, did not have sufficient 

data.  Had we undertaken this project 5 years ago, contractors would have been begging for our business.  That is 

not the case today.  Obtaining firm bids during the current construction boom is a painstaking process.  Also, 

while we want maximum member involvement (demonstrated by the sub-committees for the course, clubhouse, 

landscaping and fitness center), coordination of summer schedules such that meetings can be held has been 

difficult.  Irma then decided to pay us a visit, which set all of us back a couple of weeks.   

We will continue to work diligently on your behalf and intend to provide you with many more details and visuals 

at the All Member Meeting on Monday, November 13, 2017 at 9:00 a.m.  The hurricane damage assessment 

should be complete by then and all significant contractors and consultants should be on hand to make 

presentations and field questions.  If your travel schedule allows, please plan to attend.  

 

Tom Spaeth 

President 

ECC Board of Governors 
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Revised Golf Event Calendar 

 

Halloween Havoc                October 30  

3 Club Challenge                November 10 

Mixed Shootout                December 9 

Men’s Interclub                December 11 

Bloody Mary Open               January 1 

Couples Club Championship            January 13 & 14 

ENHLGA Member Guest             January 24 

Member/Member                January 27 & 28 

ELGA Guest Day                January 30 

Buddy/Buddy, Laverne & Shirley          January 31     (Match #1 Completion) 

Employee Scholarship Fundraiser          February 3 

Men’s Guest Day                February 8 

Super Sunday Bramble              February 11 

Buddy/Buddy, Laverne & Shirley          February 14    (Match #2 Completion) 

Ladies Invitational               February 19 & 20 

Club Championships              February 24 & 25 

Buddy/Buddy, Laverne & Shirley          February 28    (Match #3 Completion) 

Men’s Invitational               March 7 - 10 

Buddy/Buddy, Laverne & Shirley          March 17     (Final Matches) 

Derby Finals                 March 18 

 

 


